Motivation: KEN-box-mediated target selection is one of the mechanisms used in the proteasomal destruction of mitotic cell cycle proteins via the APC/C complex. While annotating the Eukaryotic Linear Motif resource (ELM, http://elm.eu.org/), we found that KEN motifs were significantly enriched in human protein entries with cell cycle keywords in the UniProt/Swiss-Prot database-implying that KEN-boxes might be more common than reported. Results: Matches to short linear motifs in protein database searches are not, per se, significant. KEN-box enrichment with cell cycle Gene Ontology terms suggests that collectively these motifs are functional but does not prove that any given instance is so. Candidates were surveyed for native disorder prediction using GlobPlot and IUPred and for motif conservation in homologues. Among 425 strong new candidates, the most notable are human HIPK2, CHFR, CDC27, Dab2, Upf2, kinesin Eg5, DNA Topoisomerase 1 and yeast Cdc5 and Swi5. A similar number of weaker candidates were present. These proteins have yet to be tested for APC/C targeted destruction, providing potential new avenues of research.
INTRODUCTION
Eukaryotic cell cycle progression is dependent upon the timely turnover of numerous cell-cycle regulatory proteins. For the M (mitotic) and M/G1 transition phases, this turnover is mainly controlled by the anaphase-promoting complex APC/C. This large multi-subunit ubiquitin-ligase complex targets numerous proteins involved in mitosis, cytokinesis, cell proliferation and mitotic spindle check points for ubiquitin-mediated proteasomedependent degradation (Peters, 2006) . Polyubiquitinated APC/ C targets are degraded in a sequential manner which ensures the correct progression of the cell cycle (Rape et al., 2006) . Cdh1 and Cdc20 co-activate the APC/C at distinct steps of the cell cycle (Peters, 2006) . Cdc20 joins the APC/C in early mitosis (M phase) and is then replaced by Cdh1 during anaphase (late M/G1 transition). Cdh1 and Cdc20 are WD40 beta-propeller proteins, a family with many members that bind specific linear peptide motif sequences (Hao et al., 2007; Yu, 2007) . Indeed, Cdh1 and Cdc20 recognize their target proteins via short, very specific cell cycle 'destruction motifs' (Peters, 2006) : the Destruction box (D-box) (Glotzer et al., 1991) and the KEN-box (Pfleger and Kirschner, 2000) . The D-box is recognized by both Cdc20 and Cdh1, whereas the KEN-box is preferentially recognized by Cdh1 (Peters, 2006) . Cdc20 itself contains a KEN-box, which is recognized by Cdh1, ensuring the temporal degradation of Cdc20 and its replacement by Cdh1 as a cofactor of the APC/C. Cdh1 itself contains two putative D-boxes (RXXL motifs) which ultimately cause its own self-degradation via the APC/C (Listovsky et al., 2004) in an autoregulatory feedback mechanism which may be important for properly tuning the levels of active Cdh1 throughout the G1 phase.
The presence of D-box or KEN-box motifs in a sequence is not of itself a guarantee that they are active degradation signals: for example due to the false cellular location of the protein; or a wrong tertiary structural context; or if the protein is in a protein complex that never associates with APC/C. Putative destruction boxes, being linear peptide motifs, are much more likely to be functional when found within sequence segments predicted to be natively disordered than those falling within known or predicted globular regions/domains (Fuxreiter et al., 2007) . Finally, the degree of conservation within taxonomic groups should also be a key criterium for assessing the biological relevance of a destruction motif, since we expect it to be under purifying selection.
Here we report new KEN-box candidates in cell cycle proteins. While annotating entries of the D-box and KEN-box for ELM, the Eukaryotic Linear Motif database (Puntervoll et al., 2003) , we used cell cycle keywords to aid in the retrieval of KEN-box containing sequence entries. Using these keywords, KEN-box motifs were significantly enriched, though many were unreported. We propose that those candidates which exhibit conservation within orthologues and localization in putative natively unfolded sequence segments will mostly be genuine APC/C degradation boxes.
METHODS

Motif and keyword search
The SIRW motif search tool combines regular expression searches of sequences with keyword searches of text annotation (Ramu, 2003) (http://sirw.embl.de/). SIRW was used to search for KENbox containing proteins in the UniProt/Swiss-Prot database (The_UniProt_Consortium, 2007) , mainly examining human sequences which tend to have the best Gene Ontology annotation (Gene_Ontology_Consortium, 2006) . Out of 14 800 human protein entries, 1551 (10.5%) match the KEN-box (simply the peptide sequence KEN). KEN-boxes were enriched up to 4-fold with keywords such as 'cell cycle', 'mitotic', 'microtubule' and 'spindle' (Table 1) . To be informative, the keyword terms need to recur frequently: since the GO annotation is currently quite 'ad hoc', these were defined by manual inspection rather than an automated script. The significance of the relative enrichment was then assessed with SIRW, submitting the 2 Â 2 contingency matrix to Fisher's exact test (using the R package implementation (http://www.r-project.org/)). Since the validity of P-values can depend on the underlying model, one should be cautious and consider ruling out artefactual or trivial keyword connections. Proteins working in cell cycle regulation exhibit large length variation and have many different sequence modules-limiting the potential for sequence bias relative to background: nevertheless the controls below do show that there is significant sequence bias for charged KEN-like motifs. Many other keywords do not show enrichment e.g. for comparison, there is no enrichment in GO terms 'extracellular' and 'ribosome' that are not directly associated with cell cycle, and a small enrichment with 'transcription' where a minority of the retrieved proteins should be involved in cell cycle (Table 1) .
Evolutionary conservation
The KEN-box candidates were visually examined for sequence conservation. Homologous proteins were collected with BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) and aligned in Clustal X (Chenna et al., 2003) . Conservation was considered acceptable if all sequences forming a defined clade (e.g. all mammals, all vertebrates or all metazoa, see the NCBI taxonomy hierarchy at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/) showed full conservation of the motif. Note that periodically expressed proteins in the cell cycle are hardly ever equivalent at taxonomic levels higher than phylum (Jensen et al., 2006) . Since KEN-boxes show no sequence redundancy, motifs that were aligned to similar short sequences such as REN or KDN were considered to be weakened, as they probably reflect other structural or functional constraints on the sequence. (If only a single exception to motif conservation was observed, it was not considered trustworthy: Many of the aligned sequences were gene predictions from genome sequencing projects in varying states of completion and reliability)
ELM conservation score
Ken-box candidates were also scored for conservation using a preproduction version of the ELM resource conservation score (CS) pipeline (Chica, C. et al., manuscript submitted). The CS pipeline is fully automated and provides calibrated scores developed with the ELM instance dataset. The CS is a method for scoring the conservation of linear motif instances from sequence-derived information: a multiple alignment generated by MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2005) and the calculated NeighborJoining Tree (Saitou and Nei, 1987) . The CS benchmark, using the ELM instance set, correctly scores 86% of the experimentally confirmed ELM instances (false negative rate ¼ 0.14). It also distinguishes random matches as non-conserved in 88% of the cases (false positive rate ¼0.12). Those false positives generally reside in larger blocks of very highly conserved sequence. It is important to note that the CS benchmark is performed under the following conditions: (1) The type of motif is known already; (2) the given match is in a protein from a sensible cell compartment; (3) This match is in predicted IUP. We ensured that conditions (2) and (3) were met for the modified control motifs below.
The KEN-boxes retrieved with cell cycle keywords yielded a bimodal distribution of the CS score ( Figure 1 ): the motifs were either very well conserved or very poorly conserved, with few intermediate scores.
Mutated motif controls
The most similar sequences to the KEN-box are REN, KQN, KDN and KED using residue exchange matrices such as BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1993) . These four motifs were examined for mitotic keyword association and CS conservation scores as for KEN. Despite their physicochemical similarity, it was found that these tripeptide sequences varied more than 2-fold in Swiss-Prot background frequency (least: 669 KQNs, most: 1654 KED). Using the mitotic keywords, they were found to be enriched above background-but less so than the KEN sequence and they also scored as much less well conserved than KEN. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test was used to compare the CS conservation curves. Details of the keyword-associated frequencies and CS conservation differences are supplied in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 . 
Globular domain versus native disorder prediction
The Pfam (Finn et al., 2006) and SMART (Letunic et al., 2006) domain databases, as well as the GlobPlot (Linding et al., 2003) and IUPred (Dosztanyi et al., 2005) native disorder predictors, were used to check if the KEN motif was found in/out of known domains and in predicted globular/disordered regions. All known KEN motifs were found to be within putatively disordered sequence segments as well as being clearly excluded from globular domains.
RESULTS
Ten percent of human proteins in UniProt/Swiss-Prot (1551 of 14 800) match the KEN regular expression. However, applying various cell cycle keywords in SIRW (Ramu, 2003) , 20-40% of the retrieved sequences have matches with the KEN motif (2-4 fold enrichment). These enrichments are highly significant according to Fisher's exact test, as shown in Table 1 . By contrast, when we explored Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Gene_Ontology_Consortium, 2006) that are not associated with the cell cycle, no highly significant increases were found (some examples in Table 1 ). In the case of extracellular proteins, where the KEN-box is not functional, there is a significantly reduced frequency of KEN motifs. The 2.3 fold enrichment of KEN-boxes with 'cell cycle' in the Swiss-Prot keyword field gave a P-value around eÀ13. The $3-fold enrichment of KEN motifs with either of the GO terms 'microtubule' and 'mitosis' are also highly significant (P-values around eÀ10). Retrieval of known KEN proteins, e.g. CDC6 (Petersen et al., 2000) , BUB1 (Qi and Yu, 2007) , CDC20 (Pfleger and Kirschner, 2000) corroborated the validity of this approach. We next carried out an analysis of the proteins identified with SIRW to test whether the candidates are promising KEN-box bearing proteins. Linear motifs must be accessible to bind their ligand proteins: while preparing the KEN entry for the ELM resource, we observed that known KEN-boxes were never found in globular domain sequence, but were in regions of sequence predicted to be natively disordered by IUPred (Dosztanyi et al., 2005) . Therefore we evaluated structural context for the new KEN candidates. To check this we have used the disorder prediction tools IUPred and GlobPlot (Linding et al., 2003) as well as the SMART (Letunic et al., 2006) and Pfam (Finn et al., 2006) databases to identify predicted domains in the proteins: in general there was good agreement among the tools and it was straightforward to mark down candidates in unsuitable structural contexts.
Multiple alignments of the candidate proteins were evaluated for motif conservation. Among homologous proteins, linear motifs tend to be less strongly conserved than globular domains (Neduva and Russell, 2005; Puntervoll et al., 2003) and in the case of cell cycle, we are looking for conservation within lineages (e.g. vertebrata) at the sub-phylum level (Jensen et al., 2006) . Linear motifs are typically acquired (and lost) by point mutational sampling within the natively disordered protein segments. Therefore, if a true KEN sequence only functions to bind Cdh1, we do not expect to see it aligned to any 'nearly' KEN-boxes such as REN, KQN, KDN or KED since, if a true motif is gained/lost in a given lineage it should appear/ disappear almost 'instantly' in evolutionary time. Gradual KEN motif degradation in an alignment implies a different structure/function context for the local sequence. In some cases, superposed functionalities may however be present at the same site and it may be worth considering whether such a 'degenerating' KEN motif might still be functional (see the Skp1 Discussion below). The evolutionary plasticity of linear motifs means that they are sometimes found to have 'moved' in the sequence (presumably by a process of duplication and loss of the original) (Neduva and Russell, 2005) . In a few of the alignments, a set of sequences forming a clade consistently possessed KEN-boxes but these were not alignable (noted in supplementary table 1) e.g. yeast CLB2 (cyclin with known KEN-box), MPS1 mitotic kinase and Drosophila cytokinesis protein Anillin and Klp61F Kinesin.
One possible explanation for the GO term enrichment is that charged peptides are generally enriched in mitotic proteins. To control for this potentially trivial explanation for KEN enrichment, we scored the similar but presumed nonfunctional motifs, REN, KQN, KDN and KED for the keyword frequencies and for their conservation. These KEN-like motifs are somewhat enriched above background in mitotic proteins (see the Supplementary Table 2) indicating that there is indeed a bias in favor of such charged peptides in mitotic proteins. Nevertheless, the most significant association-KED with 'GO:mitotic'-yields a P-value of 2.8eÀ5, much less significant than the 3.43eÀ11 for 'GO:microtubule' and the 1.03eÀ13 for 'cell cycle' achieved by KEN. The conservation scores were then assessed using the new CS protocol developed as part of the ELM tool suite (Chica, C. et al., manuscript submitted). As shown in Table 2 , KEN sequences are the most conserved, with an average CS score almost twice that of the other motifs. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the KED and KEN conservation scores. The distribution is bimodal as the motif instances tend to be either very poorly conserved, or very well conserved. However there are more than twice as many well conserved KEN as KED sequences in cell cycle proteins. Conversely, there are about twice as many unconserved KED as KEN sequences. The two distributions are significantly Table 1 (_CC) and (2) with GO_Term nucleus (_NUC). To enable comparison, the sets have been normalized as percentages and sorted into five CS score bins at 0.2 intervals. All sets yield a bimodal distribution: motifs are usually very poorly or very well conserved. The KED control is consistently less well conserved than KEN, but this effect is much stronger in the cell cycle plots compared to the nuclear plots. different (P ¼ 0.005) according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test. In the nuclear set, the increased conservation of KEN is present but not significant (P ¼ 0.151), consistent with the non-mitotic functionality of the majority of the proteins (Fig. 1) . The REN, KQN, KDN motifs provide qualitatively similar results, but with fewer instances, hence less significance (Supplementary Table 3 ). These controls indicate that KEN sequences in mitotic cell cycle proteins are under stronger positive selection than the control motifs, consistent with a function in the cell cycle.
After evaluating the set of KEN candidates, we obtained a list of $25 good motifs that are mostly expected to be functional, and a similar number of more ambiguous candidates that did not fully meet the contextual requirements (see Supplementary Table 1 online) . Most of the candidates are human (conserved in other vertebrates), the organism where the Swiss-Prot GO annotation is best developed, but several good candidates could also be identified in yeast (e.g. Swi5, Cdc5, Securin) and Drosophila (Anillin, Klp61F, Cyclin A and Abnormal Spindle Protein ASP). Several of the new KENboxes are in important proteins for cell cycle and/or cancer research and a selection are discussed here.
We identified a strong candidate KEN-box in vertebrate HIPK2, a critical pro-apoptotic and cell cycle regulatory serine/ threonine kinase which acts downstream of ATM during DNA damage, phosphorylating P53 on Ser46 (Calzado et al., 2007) . APC/C mediated degradation has not yet been investigated experimentally. Adjacent CDK consensus sites suggest that KEN-box function may also be under phosphorylation control by cell cycle kinases, perhaps through regulated accessibility by phosphopeptide-binding domains. The paralogous proteins HIPK1 and HIPK3 lack KEN sequences, while in HIPK4, a KEN motif is in a globular region and unlikely to function. Figure 2 summarizes the HIPK2 KEN sequence context, showing the IUPred disorder prediction, the kinase domain retrieved with SMART and the local alignment context for the KEN-box.
A candidate KEN-box in metazoan CDC27, itself a core component of APC/C, is reminiscent of the KEN-box in CDC20. The timing of localization of CDC27 at kinetochores during prophase, where it persists until metaphase, and also on chromosome arms, where it persists from the onset of mitosis until anaphase, is thought to be regulated by Cdk1 phosphorylation (Topper et al., 2002) . Highly conserved phosphorylation motifs around the KEN-box suggest APC/C degradation of CDC27 might also be regulated by phosphorylation.
Another good KEN candidate is in the Upf2 protein which is involved in the nonsense-mediated destruction (NMD) mRNA surveillance system (Conti and Izaurralde, 2005) . With its interaction partner Upf1, it is becoming more clearly linked to the cell cycle (Rehwinkel et al., 2005) but so far there is no data for Upf2 concerning an APC/C mediated degradation mechanism.
Given the evolutionarily dynamic nature of linear motifs, it is possible that some of the less optimal KEN-boxes in cell cycle proteins may also be functional. The semi-conserved candidate KEN motif in Skp1 provides an example of such ambiguity. Skp1 is part of the SCF ubiquitin ligase involved in cell cycle progression (Cardozo and Pagano, 2004) . In the Skp1-Skp2-Cks1 complex, the motif is found in helix 8 (sequence EEEAQVRKEN) which protrudes out from the main Skp1 fold to bind to the F-box domain of Skp2 (Hao et al., 2007) . Since helix 8 makes no contacts to other parts of the Skp1 structure, the KEN motif should be accessible in the unbound monomeric Skp1, becoming a candidate for APC/C-binding. In animals, the Skp1 KEN motif is strongly conserved, but in some fungi including the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and its close relatives, the aligned sequence is REN, which is not a valid KENbox. Because the Skp1 sequence around the motif is also strongly conserved, suggesting other functional constraints apply on sequence evolution, it is possible that the KEN motif is not present in yeast but is functional in human and other animals.
DISCUSSION
Whereas bioinformatics analysis has often proved sufficient to establish novel globular domains in sequences, with few exceptions, attempts at linear motif discovery have been confounded by the high rate of false positives (Copley, 2005; McEntyre and Gibson, 2004; Neduva et al., 2005) . In this article, we present a bioinformatics protocol that yields strong candidates for KEN-box motifs used in cell cycle destruction. Significance estimates provided by keyword association are followed by prediction for native disorder and assessment of evolutionary conservation. Although in each individual case, definitive assignment of function still requires experimental conformation, the highly significant findings suggest that most of the stronger KEN-box candidates should prove functional, along with some of the weaker ones.
Copley provided the first published demonstration that keyword-motif association can provide significance in linear motif discovery (Copley, 2005) : Transcriptional keyword associations were used to assign significance to hitherto undiscovered EH1 motifs in T-Box and other transcription factor classes. As GO term annotation of protein databases improves, it is likely that this strategy will become more generally applicable to linear motif discovery using tools such as SIRW. However, motifs must be common enough to be enriched and the most suitable keywords should have functional implications. The use of either very narrow keywords, such as protein name, or very broad keywords, such as extracellular/intracellular, carry obvious risks. For example, KEN-boxes are significantly rarer in extracellular proteins (Table 1) : Is this because (1) with no function, they are not selected or (2) simply a result of different sequence biases between intracellular and extracellular proteins? Controls such as motif mutation or motif permutation (more appropriate for motifs with variable positions) may help to distinguish these possibilities. It should be noted that the present work will not have retrieved all functional KEN-boxes in the human proteome. While the GO annotation has been developing rapidly in SwissProt, there were still many proteins that did not have useful GO terms attached. In any case, proteins not yet known to be involved in the cell cycle will lack any appropriate annotation. Furthermore, up to 10 000 human proteins ($40% of the proteome)
were not yet in Swiss-Prot and lack any hand curated keyword assignments. Given these limitations, a rough estimate would be that there are a minimum of two to three times as many KEN-boxes operating in the human cell cycle as we are able to propose here.
